
☮PERFECTING YOURಌ
STUDENTRY♩♪♫♬



ಌMY LEARNINGಌ
CLASSIFICATION

I am an everything learner. All of  my scores in each of  the areas are fairly High. But I
would say (if  I had to) that I’m a Linguistic, Interpersonal and Musical learner



ಌMY LEARNINGಌ
CLASSIFICATION (PART 2)

Given the fact that I am a linguistic, interpersonal and musical learner I learn best in

specific  ways such as:

•Create Rhymes for remembering things.

Give and receive feedback. Engage in the Socratic method, digesting information through a

question-and-answer exchange.



TIME MANAGEMENT

 I’m very busy and usually rushing things and don’t balance my

time very well.



ಌSTUDYING NO NO’Sಌ

• Eating
• Outside Stress
• Cramming*
• Multi-Tasking
• Bad

Environment
• *I only cram

before exams



ಌSTUDYING NO NO’Sಌ
(PART 2)

When I study I do all of  these things. Mentioned above.
To fix what I am doing wrong.
Eating: Keep a bag of  snacks with me
Outside Stress: Quiet Place, focus
Cramming: Exceptional Only around Exams do I cram
Multi-Tasking: I should take enough time out of  my day
to focus solely on studying
Bad Environment: Need to find somewhere quiet



ಌSTUDYING YES YESಌ
 I scored a 36 out of  a possible 50.

 I was very disappointed with myself

since, I usually do very well on tests. This

was a surprise to me. 

Sad Banana is sad.



ಌSTUDYING YES YESಌ
(PART TWO)

 When I study I APPARENTLY am NOT retaining very much of  the

information according to this test. I need to devise better studying Strategies.

 Listening to music whilst I study

 Talk out the problems.

 Use words to explain complicated subjects.

 Associate what I’m learning with a song I like

 Engage in the Socratic method, digesting information through a question-and-

answer exchange



ಌBEST STUDYINGಌ
STRATEGY

The Best note taking strategy for me
is the Cornell note taking strategy
rather than the mind mapping. Just
because it’s neater. Also, the mind
mapping system is just messy and
things are easier to see when in
sequence



ಌREFLECTIONSಌ

 From this unit I have learned that I need to learn how to manage

my time much better. I also have learned that there are ways I can fix

this.


